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Abstract: Race and race-related issues are pervasive in the United States, causing 

detrimental consequences at individual and societal levels. Not only in the United states, 

racial conflict also exists in racially homogeneous countries, such as China, given the rising 

economic development and cultural communications between Chinese society and other 

nations. The present article aims to reveal the development of racial attitudes among 

Chinese adolescents and adults. We assessed implicit and explicit racial attitudes toward 

Black and White people among 60 Chinese participants (M age = 18.04; 34 female). 

Participants’ implicit racial attitudes were measured via an Implicit Association Test (IAT), 

and their explicit racial attitudes were measured via an explicit scale. We found that 

Chinese adolescents and adults displayed both implicit and explicit racial biases against 

black people; however, they did not show implicit or explicit racial biases against white 

people. We also found that participants’ implicit and explicit racial biases were not affected 

by their age or gender. 

1. Introduction 

In the United States, racial bias problem is one of the biggest social problem. . For example, the past 

year has witnessed George Floyd’s death, shootings of Daunte Wright and many others. Not only in 

the US, racial bias also exists in China. For example, Chinese people regard black people as poor, 

dirty and danger, and regard white people as kind, wealthy and other positive traits. As reported in 

several news outlets, many black people in Guangdong province were expelled from their own 

apartment without any notice [1]. 

Racial bias exerts detrimental influences on various aspects at individual and institutional levels. 

The minority groups are suffering from unequal treatment in education, employment, medicine and 

many other aspects. For example, minority groups have lower call-backs in job interviews [2], 

higher rates of being suspected by the police [3], and more unfair treatment in public place [4].  

Two forms of racial biases exist. One is explicit racial bias, a form of bias that people are aware 

of and are often measured via self-report. The other form of bias is often referred to as implicit bias 

that can’t be measured directly and is more unconscious [5].  

Most of the existing literature about racial biases focused on explicit racial bias, leaving it less 

known about implicit racial bias. More importantly, less is known how the implicit racial bias 

developed with age. It was only in the past decade or so, researchers began to examine the 

development of implicit racial bias. 
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Previous research conducted in western countries has shown that implicit racial attitudes form as 

early as preschool age [6; 7]. Children learn implicit racial bias from the parents, daily life and other 

external source unconsciously [8]. These studies also found that implicit racial bias can last until 

high school. For example, with increased age, the implicit racial bias can also be deepened or 

mitigated but can’t be eliminated [9]. Even in the college and higher education degree, the implicit 

racial bias also exists in people’s mind [10].  

Recently, evidence from non-US cultures also found similar results, such that implicit attitude 

toward race form as early as preschool age among Singaporeans [11] and Chinese [12]. For 

example, Qian et al. [13] used a preschooler-friendly Implicit Association Test and found that 

3-year-old Chinese associate good attributes with own-race Chinese and bad attributes with 

other-race Black people.  

Although there is emerging evidence about the early development of racial bias in non-US 

cultures, little is known about how such racial biases develop with age. Particularly, less is known 

about racial biases development in adolescents and adults Hence, in the present study, we aim to 

address this gap by sampling a group of Chinese adolescents and adults. We assessed their implicit 

and explicit biases toward two outgroup members, black people and white people. We are 

particularly interested in whether participants’ age and gender would affect the development of 

implicit and explicit racial biases.  

Based on previous work, we have three hypotheses. First, we hypothesized that implicit and 

explicit racial biases would exist among Chinese adolescents and adults. We also hypothesized that 

implicit and explicit racial biases would be affected by participants’ age and gender. Lastly, we 

hypothesized that implicit and explicit racial biases would be disassociated, based on previous 

evidence in children [13] and adults [6].  

2. Methods 

2.1. Participants 

The sample consisted of 60 Chinese participants (26 males, 34 females). Age ranges from 16 to 21 

years including both adolescents and adults. Adolescents were recruited from a high school in a 

median-sized city in China. They were all Han-China, which represent 99% of the local population, 

and from middle-class families (middle class family with median educational level parents). Adults 

participants were recruited from a university in the same city. All of participants signed the consent 

prior to the participation of the experiment and volunteered to participate the experiment.  

2.2. Procedures 

Participants first finished an Implicit Association Test [14]. Participants’ racial attitudes towards 

Blacks were assessed by a Black-Chinese IAT, and their racial attitudes towards Whites were 

assessed by a Chinese-White IAT.  

After the IAT, participants were asked 5 questions about their explicit attitude of black people 

and white people. The first question is which race would you prefer to make friend, black persons 

or white persons. The second question is a scale question about the degree of liking of black person 

from 1 to 7. The third question is also a scale question about the degree of liking of white person 

from 1 to 7. And the fourth and fifth question will be the similar scale question, but they measure 

the degree of liking of participants’ parents toward black and white persons.  

After completing the implicit and explicit assessments, participants were asked to fill out a 

demographic questionnaire.  
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2.3. Measurement 

Implicit Association Test (IAT). IAT is a method to measure implicit attitudes people are less 

aware of [14]. IAT assesses how quickly positive or negative stereotype (e.g. athletic, dirty) are 

associated with certain some concepts (e.g. African American, LGBT). The main principle of IAT 

is that people make faster and accurate response when the stereotype closely associated with the 

concepts. We used two race IATs, White-Chinese IAT and Black-Chinese IAT, to assess Chinese 

participants’ implicit racial bias. For example, in the Black-Chinese IAT, it includes 5 blocks. In the 

first block, the participants need to sort of some pictures or words of concepts. For example, if the 

categories are white (left) and black (right), and there is a black picture showing on the screen, the 

participants need to press one of the right keys to sort the picture to the right. And the second part 

needs the participants to sort some words of evaluation. For example, if the categories are positive 

(left) and negative (right), and there is a word of sad showing on the screen, the participants need to 

press one of the right keys to sort the word to the right. In the third part of the IAT, the words or 

pictures of concepts and evaluation will be mixed randomly and the participants will need to sort 

the mixed categories, hence the left side may shows positive and white, and the right side shows 

negative and black. Because the mixture is random, some participants may see the left side is 

positive and black, and the right side shows negative and white. In the fourth part, the categories 

will switch side, the black shows on left side and the white shows on the right side. In the final part, 

the mixture will be different from the third part, if in third part, positive and white are in same 

category, now the positive will combine with black [14].  

We included 10 pictures of black person (5 males and 5 females) and 10 pictures of Chinese 

persons (5 males and 5 females) for the Chinese-Black IAT, and 10 pictures of White persons and 

10 pictures of Chinese persons for the White-Chinese IAT. The category of black persons is on the 

left side, and the participants are asked to press “A” key to sort the pictures to the left category. The 

category of white persons is on the right side, and the participants are asked to press “L” key to sort 

the pictures to the right category. In this first block, there are 20 trials for the participants to practice. 

In the second block, the participants are asked to sort some words about attitude, positive (happy, 

love, great, good, joyful) and negative (worry, terrible, horrible, failure, fear). The positive category 

is on the left and negative category is on the right. In this block, we also design 20 trials for practice. 

In the third block, the combination of negative/ black persons (left) and positive/ white persons 

(right) is showed in the screen which needs the participants to sort. This block is a practice trial 

which contain 20 trials. In the fourth block, the participants are asked to do the same test as the third 

block, but this time will be the test block which contain 40 trials. And in the fifth block, the 

categories of white persons and black persons will be change side. The category of white persons 

will place on the left side and the category of black persons will place on the black side. This block 

is also a practice block which contain 20 trails. In the sixth block, the combination will change to 

black persons/ positive (right) and white persons/ negative (left). In order to improve validity, this 

block will contain 20 trials for the participants to practice. In the seventh block, this block will be 

the test block for testing the reaction time of new combination, and in this block, there are 40 trials.  

Explicit Racial Bias Test. Explicit racial bias was measured with a forced-choice task in which 

children were asked to report their preference for interacting with own- race versus other-race 

individuals [13].  
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3. Results 

3.1. Implicit Racial Attitudes 

Implicit racial attitude towards Black people. To examine whether Chinese people hold negative 

implicit racial attitudes toward Blacks, we conducted a one sample t test. We found that Chinese 

people’s (M = 0.37, SD = 0.45) implicit D scores were significantly above zero, t(59) = 6.46, p < 

0.001 (see Figure 1-left panel). These results suggest that Chinese people have negative implicit 

biases toward black people. 

 

Figure 1: implicit D score toward Blacks and Whites among Chinese participants. Red dotted line 

represents no bias. Any scores above zero indicate implicit pro-own/anti-other biases. Error bars 

represent standard errors. 

An independent-sample t test was conducted and found that there is no significant main effect of 

gender, t(58) = 0.28, p =0.78. These results suggest that Chinese males and females show similar 

levels of implicit attitude toward black people. 

 

Figure 2: Implicit D scores toward Blacks among Chinese males and females 
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We also conducted an independent-sample t test and found no significant main effect of Chinese 

people’s age on the implicit attitude toward black people, t(58) = -0.16, p = 0.87. These results 

suggest that Chinese adolescent and adults show similar levels of implicit attitude toward black 

people. 

Implicit racial attitudes toward White people. Similar analyses were conducted to examine 

whether Chinese people hold negative implicit racial attitudes toward Whites. We found that 

Chinese people’s implicit D scores were not significantly above zero, M = 0.04, SD = 0.42, t(59) = 

0.71, p =0.48 (see Figure 1 – right panel), suggesting that unlike strong implicit anti-Black bias, 

Chinese people hold neutral racial attitudes toward White people.  

An independent-sample t test was conducted and found that there is no significant main effect of 

gender, t(58) = 0.70, p = 0.48. These results suggest that Chinese males and females show similar 

levels of implicit attitude toward white people. 

 

Figure 3: Implicit D scores toward Whites among Chinese males and females 

We also conducted an independent-sample t test and found no significant main effect of Chinese 

people’s age on the implicit attitude toward white people, t(58) = -0.60, p = 0.55. These results 

suggest that Chinese adolescent and adults show similar levels of implicit attitude toward white 

people. 

3.2. Explicit Racial Attitude 

Explicit racial attitudes toward Blacks. To examine whether Chinese people hold negative 

explicit racial attitudes toward Blacks, we conducted a one sample t test. We found that Chinese 

people’s (M = 0.60, SD = 0.33) explicit D scores were significantly above 0.5, t(59) = 2.33, p <0.05 

(see figure4 left panel). These results suggest that Chinese people have explicit negative bias toward 

black people. 
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Figure 4: explicit racial biases towards Blacks and Whites among Chinese participants. Red dotted 

line represents no bias. Any scores above .5 indicate explicit pro-own/anti-other biases. Error bars 

represent standard errors. 

An independent-sample t test was conducted and found that there is no significant main effect of 

gender, t(58) = 0.90, p =0.37. These results suggest that Chinese males and females show similar 

levels of explicit attitude toward black people. 

 

Figure 5: implicit racial attitudes toward black people between male and female participants. 

We also conducted an independent-sample t test and found no significant main effect of Chinese 

people’s age on the implicit attitude toward black people, t(58) = -0.08, p = 0.93. These results 

suggest that Chinese adolescent and adults show similar levels of explicit attitude toward black 

people. 

Explicit racial attitudes towards Whites. To examine whether Chinese people hold negative 

explicit racial attitudes toward Whites, we conducted a one sample t test. We found that Chinese 

people’s (M = 0.60, SD = 0.33) explicit D scores were not significantly above 0.5, t(59) = 0.71, p = 
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0.48 (see Figure 4 right panel). These results suggest that Chinese people have no explicit negative 

bias toward white people. 

An independent-sample t test was conducted and found that there is no significant main effect of 

gender, t(58) = 1.30, p = 0.20. These results suggest that Chinese males and females show similar 

levels of explicit attitude toward white people. 

 

Figure 6: Different gender’s score toward white people. 

We also conducted an independent-sample t test and found no significant main effect of Chinese 

people’s age on the implicit attitude toward black people, t(58) = 0.82, p = 0.41. These results 

suggest that Chinese adolescent and adults show similar levels of explicit attitude toward black 

people. 

3.3. Correlations between Implicit and Explicit Racial Attitudes 

We also conducted Pearson correlational analysis to examine the relationship between the implicit 

attitude and explicit attitude. The results showed that there is no correlations between each implicit 

and explicit racial attitudes. More details were showed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Correlations between implicit anti-Black, anti-White and explicit anti-Black and 

anti-White biases. 

 
Implicit Racial 

toward Black people 

Implicit Racial 

toward White people 

Explicit Racial 

toward Black people 

Explicit Racial 

toward White people 

Implicit Racial 

toward Black people 
/    

Implicit Racial 

toward White people 
r(58) = 0.16p =0.21 /   
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Explicit Racial 

toward Black people 
r(58) = 0.05p =0.72 r(58) = -0.04p =0.74 /  

Explicit Racial 

toward Black people 
r(58) =0.06p =0.67 r(58) = -0.17 p =0.18 r(58) = 0.23p =0.08 / 

4. Discussion 

The present study investigated age-related changes in Chinese people’s implicit and explicit racial 

biases toward Black and White people. Specifically, we examined whether Chinese teenagers and 

adults show implicit and explicit racial biases against Black people and White people, and whether 

age and education will affect their implicit and explicit biases. We found that implicit and explicit 

biases against black people group was evident in Chinese teenagers and adults, and that both age 

groups showed similar levels of implicit racial biases. We also found that explicit and implicit 

anti-White biases was not evident for Chinese teenagers and adults. 

Our results that implicit biases against black people was evident in Chinese teenagers and adults 

was consistent with our hypothesis. This result is consistent with previous work suggesting that 

White American adults showed implicit racial biases against Blacks commonly exist among adults 

in the U.S [6; 10; 15]. The result is also consistent with some other western literature suggesting 

White adults showed implicit anti-Black and anti-Asian, or anti-Latino biases [16]. Besides, it is 

also consistent with evidence obtained in non-Western cultures, such as Hong Kong and Japan [7; 

13].  

According to the previous research, implicit racial bias exists as young as age 3 years [7; 11; 13]. 

With the growth of educational degree, the implicit racial biases can be affected by many factors, 

some people may relieve their implicit biases, but some other people’s implicit biases may be 

aggravated [9]. In the previous research, some results also showed that the hugest effect factor to 

reduce implicit racial biases is the parents’ effect in the early childhood which showed that the 

implicit racial biases may not be affected by educational degree [8]. The previous results were also 

similar to our results. Adolescents displayed similar levels as adults, suggesting that implicit racial 

bias already exists in full form in adolescents. This is also consistent with previous work with 

adolescents.  

Consistent with our hypothesis, we found that teenagers and adults showed similar levels of 

implicit racial biases [7]. And this result is also consistent with previous work suggesting that there 

is no age difference in implicit racial bias across life spans [11].  

We also found out there is no significant main effect of Chinese people’s gender on the explicit 

and implicit biases against Blacks and Whites. Our results also showed that there was no 

correlational relationship between each implicit racial bias and explicit racial bias. 

4.1. Limitations and Future Research 

There are a few limitations to consider. First, there were only 60 participants in our experiment, and 

all of them were in the same city of China. Therefore, the results might not be generalizable to 

participants in other cultures or other cities in China. For the future research, we need to collect 

more data in Chinese located in different cities and also include a wider range of age groups. 

Another limitation is that that we did not include a comprehensive set of questions asking 

participants ‘socioeconomic factors. For example, previous work by Qian et al. [13] suggest that 
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relative social status between own- versus other-race groups affect the development of racial biases. 

Future research could develop more fine-grained questions to assess social status, such as education, 

family income. Another important future research is to design longitudinal experiments to track the 

same age group for a longer period of time, to examine whether there are implicit and explicit racial 

biases toward other race group. Finally, future research are needed to include other population 

groups in different cultures, particularly cultures that vary in racial diversity because we know 

interracial contact affect the level of racial biases.  
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